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Welcome to the 2012 edition of Media

M&A Insights for the European

Entertainment & Media industry.

This annual report by PwC forecasts the

outlook for M&A activity in the sector in

2012, building on our analysis of the

trends emerging from deals completed

in 2011 and prior years. We identify the

underlying themes driving deal activity,

look at which players are active in M&A,

and analyse the market segments they

are focusing their attention on.

The Entertainment & Media Deals team at

PwC has had an active year, advising on

successful deals for a range of corporate and

private equity clients including in the UK,

Pearson, ITV, Aegis, BC Partners, Exponent,

ISIS Equity Partners, LDC, Phoenix Equity

Partners and GCP Capital Partners.

If you would like further information, or

to discuss in more detail any of the themes

raised in this report, please do not hesitate

to contact us, or your PwC relationship team.

Alistair Levack
TMT Leader

Transaction Services

Nick George
Partner

Strategy

Rob Morgan
Director

Corporate Finance

Mark Maitland
Director

Strategy
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This scenario has emerged against a

background of continued economic

volatility and uncertainty, not least over

the sovereign debt crisis in the Eurozone.

The fact that – amid such conditions –

overall E&M deal value has continued to

recover from its low point in late 2008 and

2009 underlines the industry’s continued

appeal to investors.

This is also consistent with our

expectation a year ago that some of the

more positive trends seen in 2010 would

continue in 2011.
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Source: DealLogic, ThomsonOne, MergerMarket, press reports

The UK has shown relatively similar

trends to the rest of Europe, with c.

30-35% of European media deals being

in the UK for the last four years (by value;

there is more variation due to the impact

of a few very large deals). As highlighted

in Figure 2, when analysed on a sector

basis, publishing, TV and marketing

services continue to have the largest deal

volumes, accounting for c. 70% of

transactions. When measured by deal

value, cable accounts for a high proportion

(35%) of overall value due to the presence

of a number of very large deals in

Continental Europe.

Whilst deal activity in 2011 was still far

below the levels of 2005-7, both volume

of deals and the value were similar to the

levels experienced prior to that period of

heavy deal activity (see Figure 1). The

growth in deal volumes from 2010 to 2011

is largely driven by an increase in the

number of deals within the €25m-€100m

deal size, along with a small number of

very large (€500m+) deals.
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Furthermore, the roll-call of the biggest

European-related E&M deals of 2011

– as shown in Table 1

healthy mix of deal segments and

sources. The fact that it includes a

broad spread of sectors and countries,

and also of private equity (PE) and

corporate acquirers, underlines the

potential for recovery. It is interesting

to note that deals in cable, a segment

often regarded as midway between

E&M and telecoms, account for three

of the top ten. Later in this report we

Distribution, and the intersection

of media with other industries.
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The presence of PE investors as active

keen to invest in E&M opportunities, despite

approach for the current market conditions

by shifting their funding balance away from

debt and towards equity. They’re also

looking to avoid wasted effort by preferring

to pursue proprietary deals rather than

auctions, especially against some strong,

cash-rich corporate acquirers.

in prior years, PE are also owners today

of many media companies, looking in time

for suitable exits, which will continue to

fuel deal activity. 2011 saw realisations

by a number of PE houses, including BC

business information provider.

Another PE exit in 2011 was The Carlyle

Group selling visual effects group, The

Mill, which was one of the Top 10 UK

media deals in 2011 (see Table 2). The Top

ten deal list for the UK exhibits a diverse

range of other transactions, including

purchase of Synovate from Aegis, and

Exponent’s acquisition of BBC Magazines.
Source: DealLogic, ThomsonOne, MergerMarket, press reports
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While 2011 has seen an uptick in overall

deal value, there is no doubt that Europe’s

E&M sector is entering 2012 with the

threat of further recession looming large.

The resulting caution and uncertainty

continue to impact the level of deal

to do, resulting in new approaches (see

information panel on page 8).

This prolonged period of economic

uncertainty has given rise to volatile

stocks, although across Europe, the E&M

sector has performed broadly in line with

the wider stock market (see Figure 3).

have out-performed the broader stock

market over the past two years, ending

2011 21% higher than at the start of 2010,

all share index (see Figure 4).
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Going forward, it is equally clear that

economic tensions and events will

call the direction of the market in detail

over the coming year. The tough

conditions will present particular

challenges for those sectors of E&M that

are already struggling with structural

change driven by the industry-wide

migration to digital delivery.

In late 2011, these forces were evident

in a number of deals, including pan-

European newspaper publisher Mecom’s

sale of its Norwegian arm, and directory

in Ireland. In our view, the continuing

economic challenges and structural

factors will drive an ongoing pick-up in

restructuring activity and troubled asset

sales during 2012.

Getting deals done has continued to be challenging in 2011. The price mis-

match between buyers and sellers has held back some deals, although the price

expectation gap appears to be narrowing. Additional barriers to deals have been

the widespread economic uncertainty and short supply of debt capital. The

approaches taken during the year include PE investors using equity to fund

deals without debt – and in some cases deferring the creation of optimal capital

structures until the debt markets possibly become more favourable. Meanwhile,

others are using vendor backed loans or other guarantees, with both PE and

corporate acquirers also seeking to break targets up into bite-sized pieces. We

have also seen an increased focus on highly selective, ‘off-market’ transactions,

in preference to participation in deal auctions.
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lower costs of online marketing or hosted

solutions have actually accelerated the

move to digital technologies.

As this transition to digital continues

among E&M consumers and companies,

we are seeing two key impacts on the

industry’s M&A landscape in Europe, and

the legacy positioning of E&M companies.

media companies grounded in the off-line

analogue or print world are seeking to

acquire or partner for digital capabilities

rather than trying to build them organically

more quickly and decisively into the digital

space than they could achieve alone.

There were many examples of these

dynamics at play in M&A deals during 2011,

especially from companies in ‘old media’

segments such as directories, magazines

and newspapers. Deals done during the

year included the acquisition by Pages

Jaunes of deals aggregator top-deals.fr

and DMGT’s investment in Zoopla.co.uk.

In mid-2011, our annual Global E&M

Outlook 2011-2015 1 highlighted our

will see digital technologies progressively

industry, with rapid change in

technologies and consumer behaviour

continuing across all E&M segments. In

early 2012 this view was reinforced by

another of our annual research studies,

the 15th Annual Global CEO Survey. 2

When asked how concerned they are

generally about a permanent shift in
consumer spending and behaviours,

the E&M CEOs in our study voiced the
greatest concern of any industry, with

74% either ‘somewhat’ or ‘extremely’

all sectors. This underlines the fact that,

far from recessionary conditions slowing

down consumers’ migration to digital
E&M offerings, the pace of change has

been sustained – despite considerations

such as the high costs of new tablet
devices or smart-phones. For business

Although the direction of travel is now

clearly set for further digital transition,

the current ‘depth’ of digital across

businesses, and between different E&M

Trader Media Group (owner of AutoTrader

in the UK) reports that c. 70% of its

revenues are now digital, compared to a

norm for many UK publishers of less than

25%. Many B2B media companies have

re-balanced their portfolios, driven by

organic change and bolt-on acquisitions,

with growth in data, online communities

and face to face events offsetting print

declines and driving down the relative

contribution of print. And many

businesses are using the digital transition

to expand their range of services: for

example, London listings Magazine Time

Out now offers exclusive group deals

following its acquisition of Keynoir, while

The Times has introduced member

services and promotions through Times+.

The second impact of digital is that ‘pure-

play’ digital and new media players are

continuing to use M&A to help them grow

and diversify their businesses. They are

pursuing these goals by gaining further

www.pwc.com/outlook1.
www.pwc.com/ceosurvey2.

investment, including through IPOs, and

undertaking targeted acquisitions of other

digital players outside their own original

core areas of activity.

Again, there are many examples. Despite

questions from some investors over the

sustainability of its business model,

Groupon’s IPO in November 2011 raised

US$700 million, making it the largest IPO

by a US internet company since Google

raised US$1.7 billion in 2004. And

Facebook continued its acquisition trail

throughout the year, buying a string of

businesses including Amsterdam-based

software designers Sofa.

media acquirer during the year was

Google, which continued to expand into

new areas beyond search with acquisitions

including Zagat, Admob and Motorola

Mobility. Such moves serve to reinforce

Google’s position as the dominant threat

to many traditional media companies.

They also underline why many of them

– notably in segments such as directories

– have given up trying to compete head-on

with Google, and are looking to partner

with it instead.
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Today, with so many channels available

for content delivery, companies know

they can structure a good deal around

many more different forms and formats

of content – including non-mainstream

and niche content outside the mass-

market. There has been strong interest in

content assets including the acquisitions

of Shine, Rainbow and InFront Sports.

And new media players have continued to

invest in direct access to content, with

addressable content libraries.

The reality is that content and distribution
have evolved together – and, given ongoing

change in consumer behaviour, they now

need one another more than ever. Our
annual Global E&M Outlook 2011-2015 3

suggests that we are now in a ‘golden age’

for the empowered digital consumer, who

content several magnitudes greater than

extra cost on top of the cost of access.

Other observers have pointed out that this

is also a golden age for content producers,

with a proliferation of distribution players
queuing up to buy and deliver their

content in an ever wider array of contexts.
These evolving dynamics represent a

powerful future driver for M&A.

At the same time, the broadband element

of distribution offerings has risen

dramatically in importance, as people

have come to rely on it for a far wider

range of activities – from online video-

on-demand to sharing photos – accessed

through a far wider range of devices.

Some distribution players have been

selling off content businesses to focus on

their core activities, such as Virgin Media

selling its stake in UKTV to Scripps

Networks Interactive of the US. And some

content business models have hit trouble

during 2011: witness the break-up and

sale of Mr Men owner Chorion.

That said, the large number of content-

focused transactions seen during 2011

content. And, in the next few years, the

continuing proliferation of distribution

platforms and outlets for compelling

content will serve to boost that appeal

still further, by creating outstanding

opportunities for content businesses to

grow and thrive. What’s more, these

opportunities are being increased by

changes in the nature and breadth of the

A decade ago, the content that was

regarded as ‘king’ consisted primarily
www.pwc.com/outlook3.

The second theme carrying through from

2011 focuses on the shifting balance

between content and distribution sectors

in E&M M&A deals. While distribution

our view is that content will hold many of

the aces over the long term.

Why? Let’s start our answer by looking

at the current strengths of distribution.

There’s no doubt that there were some

particularly notable distribution deals in

the last year: three of Europe’s top ten

E&M M&A transactions during 2011 were

Kabel Baden-Wuerttemberg in Germany,

and Aster City in Poland. More generally,

the past decade has seen a transformation

of distribution by players such as BSkyB

and Virgin, and, more recently, a range of

internet delivery platforms, in the shape

of ‘over-the-top’ TV services such as

M&A Insights
January 2012
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themselves do not guarantee success, with

dominant players. These hugely competitive

dynamics have been underlined by the

explosive rise of Facebook, and the

early pioneers such as Myspace – which was

bought by News Corporation for US$580m

US$35m – and by the UK players Friends

Reunited and Bebo.

More generally, E&M companies still have
concerns about participating in social

networks. These include privacy
considerations, and especially worries

about exposing corporate data or

concerns are helping to drive activity in

other areas, with cyber security becoming

an increasingly hot focus for deals.

The power of the collective social experience

is also evident in the resilience of
attendances and revenues at cinemas, which

are increasingly seen as a consolidation play
in many countries. Cinema chains have

successfully held off competition from other

expanding their offer in areas such as

premium seating, food and merchandising,

as 3D screenings.

Another area supported by the shared

experience is face to face business events,

including conferences and exhibitions. A

few years ago there was an expectation that

advancing communications technology and

business networks such as LinkedIn might

lessen the demand for face-to-face business

events. This has proved to be far from the

case, with events companies reporting a

strong rebound in their events businesses

The segment where the appeal of the live

experience has arguably had the greatest

impact on revenues and M&A activity is

music. Ten years ago, recorded content

industry revenues. Today, the explosion

in digital distribution – and piracy – set

against steady growth in live, has seen

that position reversed. This shift has also

helped to drive restructuring and M&A

activity involving businesses such as EMI

Group (restructured and sold in 2011) and

Live business in 2012.

The third theme driving M&A activity in

2011 – again continuing into 2012 – is the

enduring appeal of the collective social

experience, as opposed to solitary

consumption of entertainment content

via any channel. This behavioural trend is

helping to drive growth in E&M businesses

that can offer this type of shared

experience, and is generating growing

interest in potential M&A opportunities,

which we believe will ultimately translate

into more deals.

this theme have been the social networks

themselves, with 2011 seeing the potential

value of Facebook being set as high as

US$100 billion. The consumer magnetism

networks mean no E&M business can

afford to ignore them.

3
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As a sector, advertising has always sought

to connect and interact with its audience

in the places where their attention is

focused. So as a rule of thumb the

proportion of advertising spend allocated

to a particular channel should be roughly

proportionate to the amount of time that

the target consumers or business

customers spend on that channel.

It follows that as their audiences’

consumption of media shifts to new

channels such as online, so advertisers

are following the eyeballs, and allocating

spend to them in order to reach and engage

with those consumers. As a result, statistics

from PwC and the Internet Advertising

now accounts for the largest single

component of the UK ad market, at 27%.

At the same time, we’re seeing some of

the other trends we mention earlier in this

report coming to the fore in Marketing

Services. These include a growing focus

on social media, live events and

‘experiential’ advertising, in part driven by

a new breed of independent agencies that

have come to prominence. And even when

promotional activities are held in an

pervasive: exposing a brand at an event

with some celebrities is bound to trigger

platforms such as Twitter and Facebook.

In combination, these developments mean

that while the old challenge for marketers

has remained the same – how best to

reach and engage with consumers – many

of the rules and tools for achieving these

goals have changed. With technology

opening up an ever wider array of

advertising opportunities, brands may no

longer feel so reliant on a traditional press

display advert or a 30-second TV ad, and

are spreading their messages across an

expanding range of different media.

evident in our M&A statistics – and is set to

increase over time. There have already been

using M&A to increase their focus on digital

and new services. For example, WPP bought

US-based Blue State Digital at the end of

digital agency Gringo in mid-2011.

The bright outlook for digital advertising

has also encouraged PE to get in on the

act, triggering further deals. In 2011,

Phoenix Equity Partners invested in

Karma Communications Group then in

early 2012 Karma acquired the Crayon

Group, combining ‘creativity with data-

driven digital and direct expertise’.

Another deal that combines our creative

marketing and events themes was LDC’s

investment in August 2011 in live events

specialist WRG Creative Communications.

growth, advertising and marketing

services businesses are not immune to

the impacts of the recession. Marketing

services group Media Square ran into

in a restructure and then a management

buyout. So, while remaining alive to

opportunities, companies in the sector

also need to keep a watchful eye on their

business models.

4
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The four top-line themes we’ve highlighted
for 2011 have set the scene for continued

E&M deal activity in 2012 and beyond. In

our view, the emerging landscape will have

A further wave of restructurings –

Previous recessions have seen M&A deals

driven by wholesale and / or break-up

restructuring initiatives emerge earlier

in the cycle than has occurred this time

around. The relatively late onset of

restructuring-driven M&A in this latest

businesses have been labouring under

heavy debt burdens rather than being

While banks’ agreements to amend / extend
the term of loans have provided a breathing-

space for many struggling businesses, some

companies and their lenders still face the
challenge of ‘right-sizing’ debt burdens in

or realise the value of some assets.
Ultimately, decisions need to be faced about

how to do this – whether through debt

write-offs, debt-for-equity swaps,
restructurings or break-ups. With tough

choices now being made, a second wave of

restructurings is gathering pace.

With tough choices now being
made, a second wave of
restructurings is gathering pace.
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In struggling or more structurally

challenged sectors, corporates’ M&A deals

might be aimed at realising value through

consolidation. Recent examples include a

number of actual or suggested deals in the

regional newspaper sector, such as the

Guardian’s 2010 disposal of its regional

newspapers to Trinity Mirror. DMGT has

reportedly also been conducting a strategic

review of its Northcliffe subsidiary.

Private / Family businesses diversify –

A further feature of the E&M M&A

landscape will be the reshaping of media

portfolios to create a more sustainable and

lower-risk spread of business investments,

almost akin to an investment trust. This

trend may also involve the rebalancing

of family-owned media groups’ assets,

especially in continental Europe.

Cross-sector partnerships and

investments potentially on the up –

The progression from the infrastructure-

building phase of the digital revolution to

information and knowledge could herald

a rising tide of M&A and collaborations

across traditional industry barriers.

These cross-sector deals share the common

and bringing together complementary

strengths – such as innovative content,

established distribution and deep

relationships with the end-consumer.

Examples of these types of deals in 2011

include Tesco’s acquisition of the UK

movie-streaming service Blinkbox, and

the announcement by Microsoft and GE

Already in 2012, we’ve seen Barnes & Noble

announce that it’s evaluating the potential

sale of its Nook e-reader and tablet business.

The sector is simultaneously facing
profound structural change – creating
opportunities that are addressable
despite the risks in the wider economic
environment.

Private equity (PE) still in the game –

With a large pool of funds still to invest, PE

houses will become increasingly active as

acquisition opportunities emerge and the

debt market recovers. The investment cycle

with the wider economic cycle, and much

of the money for investment may have been

raised some years ago. Now is the time to

start generating returns on it.

A corporate wall of cash – Alongside the

revival in PE activity, corporates retain the

groups having built deep cash reserves

following their recent cost-cutting

initiatives and a relatively quiet period for

acquisitions. They are well-positioned to

undertake opportunistic acquisitions as

assets become available – with most

attention likely to focus on businesses with

strong and growing digital revenues, or

remains low, so we do not expect a return

to more ‘transformational’ deals until the

economy sees a sustained upturn.

The rise and rise of search and social –

The inexorable increase in the take-up

and importance of search and social

media – especially Google and Facebook –

will continue to impact E&M companies’

strategies, partnerships and acquisitions.

For example, Seat Pagine Gialle in Italy

has partnered with Glamoo to enter the

couponing market, with an option to

progress to acquisition.
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Clearly, the economy in the UK and Continental Europe is not yet out of the woods, and

the E&M industry is entering 2012 facing many unknowns. But the sector is

simultaneously facing profound structural change – creating opportunities that are

addressable despite the risks in the wider economic environment.

Given this need for ongoing structural change and the sizeable funds at the disposal of

both corporate and PE buyers, there is potential for a strong rebound in M&A if the next

few months bring a resolution to the uncertainty in the Eurozone and a more sustained

economic recovery. But even if the current conditions persist, we believe that the

drivers already in place will help to sustain M&A activity through 2012.

As a number of research studies and commentators have highlighted, the best and most

value-generative deals are often done during downturns. Put simply, tough times

produce great acquisitions. Today’s E&M industry provides buyers with a window of

opportunity to prove the worth of that maxim.

More broadly, social media’s global brands

and reach will continue to challenge and

change how media companies operate,

and will help to shape their M&A strategies.

Traditionally, content has been global to an

extent, while platforms have hardly been

global at all. For example, think of

commercial TV stations showing Mash –

or, for the under 40s, Friends! – within their

own geographical footprints. But social

media makes both content and platforms

global – and does so instantaneously. This is

a sea-change with which the E&M industry

is still coming to terms.

New Buyers emerge –

changes in the balance of global economic

power, we expect to see further targeting

of prime E&M assets in the UK and

continental Europe by wealthy

corporations and investment groups

originating in the Middle East, Asia and the

BRIC economies. Acquisitions in 2011

the French football club Paris St-Germain

by Qatar’s sovereign wealth fund, together

with the acquisition by the Qatar-owned

TV station al-Jazeera of rights to show

French Ligue 1 football. These deals may

in 2012 from well-funded buyers in

non-traditional locations.
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For more information on any of the issues raised in this publication, or to discuss any potential deals within the sector,

For deals within the rest of the world, feel free to contact:

Alistair Levack
TMT Sector Leader

Transaction Services

+44 (0)207 804 7472

alistair.levack@uk.pwc.com

Nick George
Partner

Strategy

nicholas.d.george@uk.pwc.com

Tom Rooney
US TMT Leader

Transaction Services

thomas.rooney@us.pwc.com

Marcel Fenez
Global Leader

Entertainment & Media

marcel.fenez@hk.pwc.com

Phil Stokes
European Leader

Entertainment & Media

+44 (0) 207 804 4072

phil.stokes@uk.pwc.com

Mark Maitland
Director

Strategy

+44 (0)207 804 7153

mark.o.maitland@uk.pwc.com

Rob Morgan
Director

Corporate Finance

rob.morgan@uk.pwc.com
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